
Stacie Goddard 
Political Science 
 
Project Description: 
Norms of non-combatant immunity and US public opinion 
 
I am looking for a student researcher to work on a project on norms of non-combatant immunity 
during war. By norms, I mean expectations “about what dominant practices ought to be.” Among 
the most significant norms shaping military doctrine is the norm of discrimination, or non-
combatant immunity.1  To fight war ethically, militaries must discriminate between military targets 
and civilian populations in war, and avoid the intentional targeting non-combatants. But protecting 
civilians during war is not an absolute. At times, militaries must act in the name of necessity, even 
when civilians will be harmed.  
 
New experimental research in political science has suggested that the United States public is less 
concerned about civilian casualties than often perceived. This summer, we seek to examine this new 
literature, ideally laying the groundwork for a new experiment that will allow a more fine-grained 
analysis of how Americans understand the operations and limits of non-combatant immunity during 
wartime. The student researcher will work with me and a Wellesley graduate on putting together a 
literature review and setting up the experiment (most likely on Amazon Mechanical Turk). 
 

As for availability, I will be on campus at the beginning of the summer, but will be off campus through all of July 
(save for the student’s presentation).  In past years, I have skyped with the student research assistant weekly. The 
student will also work with a Wellesley graduate on this project.  

 
 

                                                
1 Hartigan, “Noncombatant Immunity;” Michael Walzer, Just and Unjust Wars: A Moral Argument with Historical Illustrations, 
5 edition (New York: Basic Books, 2015), chapter 9. 



From	Inequality	to	Solidarity	

Proposal	for	2018	Summer	Research	Program	in	Social	Sciences	at	Wellesley	College	

Julie	Matthaei,	Economics	Department	

1)	

This	summer,	I	will	be	working	on	a	book	project	entitled,	From	Inequality	to	Solidarity:	Co-Creating	a	
New	Economics	for	the	21st	Century.			The	book’s	thesis	is	that,	Donald	Trump’s	election	
notwithstanding,	the	U.S.	and	the	globe	are	in	a	process	of	paradigm	shift	from	inequality	to	solidarity.		
The	first	part	of	the	book	presents	an	historical	framework	for	understanding	this	process	of	paradigm	
shift,	from	an	economy	centered	on	narrow	materialistic	competitive	self-interest	and	the	profit	motive,	
towards	a	“solidarity	economy,”	centered	in	socially	responsible,	cooperative	forms	of	economic	agency	
and	economic	human	rights.		The	second	part	focuses	on	the	socio-historical	construction	of	gender,	
race,	class,	and	man/nature	inequality,	and	the	four	great	movements	against	inequality	which	have	
been	transforming	them:		worker,	anti-racist,	feminist,	and	ecology	movements.				The	third	part	of	the	
book	critically	examines	the	ways	in	which	consumption,	work,	production,	and	investment	are	
constructed	in	the	inequality	paradigm,	and	looks	at	the	ways	in	which	emergent	solidarity	economy	
practices	and	institutions	are	improving	and	evolving	them.		While	the	book	is	centered	in	economics,	it	
is	interdisciplinary	and	historical.			

I	am	looking	for	a	student	research	assistant	to	help	me	with	various	aspects	of	my	research,	such	as		
locating	relevant	data	and	creating	graphs	and	tables	representing	them;	and	literature	searches	of	
relevant	secondary	research.			Preference	will	be	given	to	students	who	will	have	completed	my	Econ	
243	class,	“The	Political	Economy	of	Gender,	Race,	and	Class;”	who	have	studied	race,	class,	and	gender	
in	other	social	science	and	history	classes;	and	who	have	studied	U.S.	social	and	economic	history.	

2) I	plan	to	be	in	the	Boston	area	during	most	of	the	9	weeks	of	the	SSSRP.			I	may	take	one	or	two	short
trips.				I	expect	that	I	would	mostly	be	working	out	of	my	home	office	in	Cambridge,	and	communicate
with	my	RA	–	who	would	be	centered	at	Wellesley	--	via	skype,	email,	and	phone,	but	I	would	also	meet
with	her	in	person,	at	Wellesley,	as	needed.					I	would	be	able	to	attend	my	student’s	presentation,	a
seminar	session,	and	the	final	poster	session.					Also,	I	am	willing	to	apply	to	the	Faculty	Awards
Committee	for	funding	as	well,	and	use	my	yearly	benefit,	$2000,	towards	payment	of	my	intern.



Faculty: Stephen Chen, Psychology 

Research Statement  

The Chen Lab examines how cultural and family processes influence 
development and mental health across the lifespan. One of our current 
investigations is the Family Development Project, a longitudinal study of stress 
and well-being in Chinese American immigrant families. Specifically, the project 
examines how stressors related to immigration and acculturation impact the well-
being of two samples of Chinese American immigrant families: 1) families from 
Boston Chinatown and surrounding urban areas, and 2) families from suburbs of 
Greater Boston/Metrowest Boston. One of the key aims of the project is to 
identify how socioeconomic disparities between these two groups may be 
associated with disparities in family functioning and well-being.  

The assessment protocol uses multiple methods (e.g., survey, computerized 
tasks, behavioral observation, semi-structured interviews) to assess various 
domains of parent and child well-being, including mental health, family 
relationships, and self-regulation. Social science research students have the 
opportunity to be involved in multiple aspects of the project, including 
administration of family assessments, data entry, coding and transcription of 
multilingual family interviews, and analysis of health-related data (BMI, 
physiological indicators of stress). Specific projects will be assigned based on 
students' previous experience and language proficiency.  

As most assessments are conducted in Chinese, literacy and fluency in Mandarin 
and/or Cantonese are strongly preferred. Previous experience working with 
children is also preferred. 

Summer Participation Statement 

I will be on-campus this summer to attend the student’s research presentation 
plus one other seminar session. 



Social Science Summer Research Program 2018 
Beth DeSombre, Environmental Studies 

I will be working on a book project, on Post-Policy System Evolution in environmental 
policy.  It starts from the premise that any sort of policy action is simply a starting point.  
Once a policy has been adopted, many things – some of which are predictable – 
change.   A regulatory change will likely trigger innovation or technology forcing, 
drawing those who can profit by developing a cheaper or easier way to meet the new 
regulation to invent substitutes or new technology to meet the obligations. Previously 
existing substitutes or technology may become cheaper from the economies of scale 
that come as production is ramped up to take account of all the new demand. 
Disruption of standard operating procedures may lead to new ways to meet regulatory 
requirements that are at least less costly than simply adding in the cost of the new 
regulation, and, perhaps even more efficient than the pre-regulation approach.  And 
pressure for other changes to make implementing the new rules easier is likely as well.   

This book project will derive a set of predictions about the types of post-policy system 
evolution that will come about, with some initial hypotheses about the types of 
regulatory approaches (or environmental issues) that will most effectively trigger these 
types of systemic evolutions that render environmental policy easier and cheaper to 
implement than initial predictions suggest, and then pick a set of empirical cases to use 
to examine what happens as policies are implemented. The summer research student 
will help with examining the literature and also identifying and researching possible 
empirical cases.   























Kartini Shastry 
Economics 
 
 
My research is in development economics, with a focus on savings, health and education. One of my 
research interests relates to how people make financial decisions. I am studying the impact of financial 
training workshops on the decisions of migrant mineworkers in South Africa and the impact of similar 
workshops on the financial decisions of female migrant workers in Singapore.  
 
A second research interest relates to school nutrition programs and their impact on child health. I am 
studying two school nutrition interventions in India to evaluate the impact of these programs. Finally, I am 
also working on a project with Professor Shurchkov about gender differences in community colleges in the 
United States and whether women respond differently to feedback.  
 
Students working with me will either assist on one of the projects described above or a similar project. I am 
looking for a student who is familiar with Stata (taught in Economics 203), is willing to learn more Stata, 
and has good communication and organization skills. To be considered, please email me a brief statement 
of interest and qualifications (300 words max) and an unofficial transcript. 
 
I	will	be	on	campus	for	most	of	the	summer. 
	



Application for SSSRP 

The research project examines changes in the willingness to pay for housing in close proximity to 
mosques before and after 9/11. The student will work with a data set that includes the universe of housing 
transactions between 1996 and 2016 within a 2 mile radius of all mosques in MA, NH, CT, and RI. I 
would like the student to apply a fairly novel technique (to economics) called the “empirical derivatives” 
approach. This is a non-parametric method that will allow us to recover the price “surface” and the 
derivatives along the surface with respect to the home’s distance to the mosque and time with respect to 
9/11. I would like to implement this technique because it is less arbitrary in comparison with the standard 
approach which is to examine changes in the WTP for housing within, say, m* miles of a given amenity 
or disamenity, where m* is some arbitrarily chosen distance threshold. This technique has also been 
found to improve precision. The end goal is to examine how attitudes towards Muslims have changed 
since 9/11 using a measure that is arguably more representative than other oft-cited statistics such as 
changes in hate crimes. Students whose interests lie at the intersection of computer science, math, and 
economics are likely to be a good fit for this project given that the student will need to program original 
code in Matlab, Python, or another programming language. Please email me if interested at 
kyung.park@wellesley.edu  

Many Thanks. 

Kyung Park 

Economics 

mailto:kyung.park@wellesley.edu


To:	2018	Summer	Research	Program	in	Social	Sciences	

From:	Igor	Logvinenko,	Assistant	Professor	of	Political	Science	

Dear	selection	committee:	

I	am	writing	to	express	my	interest	to	supervise	student	research	through	in	the	2018	
Summer	Research	Program	in	Social	Sciences.		I	have	worked	with	students	in	the	past	and	
have	found	the	experience	incredibly	rewarding	and	productive.	This	summer,	I	will	be	on	
campus	for	the	duration	of	the	program,	except	for	a	potential	2-week	absence	in	the	
second	half	of	June	to	attend	a	training	seminar	in	Europe.	

Project	description:	

Weak	economic	institutions	can	be	both	detrimental	and	beneficial	for	the	interests	of	
economic	elites	in	developing	countries.	This	project	explores	how	in	the	past	25	years	the	
Russian	oligarchs	have	relied	on	a	model	of	financial	integration	that	combines	majority	
control	by	domestic	economic	elites,	with	otherwise	unrestricted	access	of	foreign	
investors	to	a	small	number	of	shares	in	those	assets.	This	approach	allowed	these	
economic	agents	to	continue	benefiting	from	weak	property	rights	and	rent-seeking	while	
obtaining	investment	capital	and	a	measure	of	security	against	expropriation	by	the	
political	elites.	The	argument	helps	explain	the	continued	commitment	to	financial	
openness	under	Putin	and	suggests	reasons	why	Russian	elites	today	are	particularly	
vulnerable	to	Western	financial	sanctions.	Over	the	summer,	the	student	will	be	tasked	
with	compiling	data	about	key	economic/business	data	in	Russia,	collect	newspaper	items,	
and	summarize	research.	I	am	also	interested	in	helping	the	student	develop	her	own	
research	interest	in	Eurasia	or	broader	issues	related	to	international	political	economy.	
Ability	to	speak	Russian	is	a	plus,	though	it	is	not	required.		
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